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A funeral car cruises the streets of Medellín, while 
a young director tells the story of his past in this 
violent and conservative city. He remembers the pre-
production of his first film, a B-Movie with ghosts. The 
young queer scene of Medellín is casted for the film, 
but the main protagonist dies of a heroin overdose at 
the age of 21, just like many friends of the director. 
Anhell69 explores the dreams, doubts and fears of an 
annihilated generation, and the struggle to carry on 
making cinema.

Synopsis 





To go through my life, is to talk about war, religion, 
cinema, and about when I met Camilo Najar, Sharlott, 
MH, Alejandro Paz, Julian David, Mendigana and Juan 
Perez. To talk about them is to evoke the film we could 
never make together Anhell69, the annihilation and the 
“Non-Future” of my generation, caused by suicide and 
drugs, and also by the oppression of a conservative and 
violent society, which tries to exterminate anything 
that would challenge the status quo. We are finally 
making Anhell69, not how we first imagined, but in the 
manner life is allowing us to do it, me and my remaining 
friends, the protagonists of the film. Anhell69 is the 
immortalization of our recollections, our memory, 
our life before death, and maybe a warning for the 
generations and governments to follow.

Director’s Note 





Theo Montoya, originally from Medellín, Colombia, is a 
director, cinematographer and producer.
He is the founder and director of the production company 
Desvio Visual, which is dedicated to the creation of auteur 
films and experimental films.

His first short film, Son of Sodom, was part of the Official 
Short Film Selection at the 2020 Cannes Film Festival 
and many other festivals around the world.
With this film, he has won several awards, including the 
Grand Prix of the Drama film festival in Greece, the Best of 
short Documentary in Interfilm Berlin, and got a special 
Jury’s Mention in Clermont Ferrand’s Labo Competition.

Anhell69 is his first feature film, a Colombian - Romanian 
- French - German co-production, having its world 
premiere at the 37th Venice Critics’ Week (79th Venice 
International Film Festival).
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Anhell69
Director: Theo Montoya
Colombia, Romania, France & Germany, 2022
Spanish
75’ / Colour / DCP

Technical Info Cast: Alejandro Hincapié, Camilo Machado, Alejandro Mendigaña,  Julián David 
Moncada, Camilo Najar, Juan Esteban Pérez, Sharllot Zodoma, Víctor Gaviria, Theo 
Montoya

Producers: Bianca Oana, David Hurst, Theo Montoya & Juan Pablo Castrillon 

Coproducers: Balthasar Busmann & Maximilian Haslberger 

Production companies: Desvio Visual (Colombia), Monogram Film (Romania),
Dublin Films (France), Amerikafilm (Germany)

Screenplay & Cinematography: Theo Montoya

Editing: Matthieu Taponier, Delia Oniga, Theo Montoya

Original Music: Vlad Feneșan & Marius Leftărache

Sound: Eloisa Arcila Fernandez, Estephany Cano, Marius Leftărache, Victor Miu, Marian 
Bălan, Dragoș Știrbu

With the support of: FDC – Proimágenes Colombia, Romanian Film Center, IDFA 
Bertha Fund Europe – Creative Europe MEDIA program, Région Nouvelle-Aquitaine, 
World Cinema Fund, SRTv – National Romanian Television, Comisión Fílmica of 
Medellín, Tribeca All Access, Avanpost, Kanaldude and TV7 Bordeaux.
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We would like to belong to the moon, but we are from Medellín, Colombia. Mainly dedicated to dream. Disruptive, provocative, youthful and spiritual. 
We make movies because we don’t know what else to do. Interested in meeting people and aliens.

Theo Montoya & Juan Pablo Castrillon / +57 3197989186 / desvio@desviovisual.com / juanpc@desviovisual.com / desviovisual.com

Desvio Visual

Dublin Films is an independent production company founded in 2006 and based in Bordeaux, France, where Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region strongly supports the 
film industry. We produce fictions and documentaries which defend singular points of view on the world and which concentrate on societal and political issues, 
particularly on questions linked to diversity and identity. We also like to combine intimate stories with the history of our times. And we are passionate about 
supporting emerging talents and independent cinema throughout the world, especially in Latin America. 

David Hurst / +33 612700955 / david@dublinfilms.fr / dublinfilms.fr

Dublin Films

Founded in 2013, Amerikafilm produces award-winning auteur cinema and video art. In addition to projects for cinema, television broadcasting and film festivals, 
Amerikafilm also focuses on video projects in fine arts and new media. Exploratory ventures are the primary concern of Amerikafilm, to support and discover new, 
avant-garde filmmakers as well as artists aspiring to innovative moments in the language of cinema. Several Amerikafilm productions premiered at the Berlinale and 
have been shown at numerous film festivals around the globe. Furthermore, several productions were nominated for the German price of film critique. All the feature 
films had releases in cinema and TV. 

Balthasar Busmman & Maxi Haslberger / +49 3037585565 / balthasar@amerikafilm.de / maxi@amerikafilm.de / amerikafilm.de

Amerikafilm

Monogram Film is a company founded by Romanian producer and writer Bianca Oana in 2015, dedicated to discovering filmmakers with a particular artistic view, 
regardless of the medium they choose to explore.

Bianca Oana / +40 733947910 / b@monogramfilm.com / monogramfilm.com

Monogram Film
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